Beads are transferred in the form of a flow along supply channels into first holding pockets; the beads from the holding pockets of the bead feeding unit are fed to receiving pockets of a bead transfer unit by means of movable feeding means, then in the bead transfer unit the beads are inserted into a guiding chamber formed at the intersection of a guiding groove of a first guiding plate and a guiding groove of a second guiding plate of the bead transfer unit. At least one guiding plate is rotated relative to the second guiding plate, which forces the movement of the guiding chamber so that the distance of the guiding chamber to the axis of rotation of the guiding plates changes, and the beads from the guiding chamber or the guiding channel are conveyed to an output feeding pocket.
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BEAD FEEDING METHOD AND BEAD FEEDING UNIT

The object of the application is a bead feeding method and a unit for feeding beads used in tobacco industry products, particularly cigarettes.

This invention concerns the feeding of spherical or oval objects which are subsequently placed into the filter material. For reasons of simplification, such objects will be hereinafter referred to as beads. Known products on the market are cigarettes the filters of which are provided with beads containing aromatic or flavour substances. The substances contained in the beads are released during smoking or yet before lighting up a cigarette by squeezing the filter resulting in crushing of the bead.

In the production process, a problem which is difficult to solve and at the same time very significant is the feeding of individual beads to a machine forming filters at great speeds in a way which guarantees that the beads remain undamaged and a high feeding efficiency is maintained, i.e. each manufactured filter actually contains a bead.

In known bead feeders, channels for feeding the beads to the area from which they are transferred to a bead delivery wheel are used, with the function of the said wheel to place the delivered beads into the filter material.

In the U.S. Pat. No. 7,975,877 B2 a bead feeder is disclosed in which the bead feeding unit is provided with a plurality of radially arranged channels connected with a bowl, whereas the channels rotate with the bowl, and the beads are picked up by vacuum transfer by a bead transfer wheel from pockets situated at the outlets of the channels, and then transferred to a bead delivery wheel from which they are delivered to the filter material.

The document WO 2009/071271 has disclosed a bead feeder in which the bead feeding unit is provided with passageways rotating with the bowl, where the beads are fed to a bead delivery wheel after separating the lowest bead from those situated above it using a stationary arching wedge-ended element. After passing through the passageway the beads are fed to the pockets of a bead delivery wheel which delivers them to the filter material.

The document WO 2009/071272 has disclosed a similar bead feeder, where the beads are fed to a bead delivery wheel using two plates having a plurality of openings and rotating relative to each other, and a bead is fed after aligning respective openings directly on top of each other and forming successive passageways to the pockets of the bead delivery wheel.

The U.S. Pat. No. 7,833,146 B2 shows a device for feeding beads by curved channels from a bowl directly to a bead delivery wheel, where the channels rotate with the bead bowl, and the beads are picked up from the bowl by vacuum transfer.

The devices presented above require that during the operation of the device the bead feeding channels rotate with the bead bowl.

The objective of the invention is to develop a bead feeding method and a bead feeder in which the flow of beads in the form of a plurality of streams of individual beads in stationary feeding channels is transformed into a flow in the form of one stream of individual beads.

The subject matter of the invention is a method of feeding beads in a tobacco industry system, in a unit for transferring a bead stream, the said unit being provided with supply channels feeding individual bead streams, comprising the steps in which beads are transferred in the form of a flow along the supply channels, beads from individual supply channels are placed into first holding pockets; from the holding pockets of a bead feeding unit beads are fed to receiving pockets of a bead transfer unit, by means of movable feeding means synchronized with the transfer unit, and in the bead transfer unit the beads are inserted into a guiding chamber formed at the intersection of a guiding groove of a first guiding plate and a guiding groove of a second guiding plate of the bead transfer unit, or in a groove depressed in one of the guiding plates and forming a channel; at least one guiding plate is rotated relative to the second guiding plate, which forces the movement of the guiding chamber so that the distance of the guiding chamber to the axis of rotation of the guiding plates changes; beads are conveyed from the guiding chamber or the guiding channel to outfeeding pockets.

The object of the invention is also method wherein beads are fed into filtering material.

The object of the invention is also a unit for feeding a bead stream to the filter material in the tobacco industry, provided with a set of supply channels feeding individual bead streams. According to the invention the unit comprises: holding pockets for storing beads, situated at the outlets of the supply channels; movable feeding means moving on a closed path in the area of the first holding pockets guiding beads to receiving pockets of a transfer unit, the movable feeding means being synchronized with the transfer unit; and a transfer unit comprising two guiding plates situated on top of each other, the guiding plates comprising guiding grooves situated so that at least one guiding groove of the first guiding plate and at least one guiding groove of the second guiding plate intersect forming at least one bead guiding channel, or one of the guiding plates has a depressed groove whereas the other guiding plate remains smooth, and the transfer unit being provided with outfeeding pockets.

A bead feeding unit according to the invention is provided with stationary channels owing to which the number of rotating elements in the bead feeding unit has been significantly reduced. In addition, the unit makes it possible to form a stream of individual beads at higher speeds than in the units known heretofore.

The object of the invention is shown in greater detail in a preferred embodiment in a drawing in which:

FIG. 1 shows a bead feeder in a perspective view,
FIG. 2 shows a fragment of a bead feeder in the first embodiment, in a top view,
FIG. 3 shows a sectional view of a holding pocket in a first embodiment of a guiding channel, marked in FIG. 1 as A-A, before pushing a bead out of the holding pocket,
FIG. 4 shows a sectional view of the holding pocket from FIG. 3 after transferring a bead to a receiving pocket,
FIG. 5 shows a sectional view of a receiving pocket in a first embodiment of a guiding channel, marked in FIG. 1 as B-B, during the delivery of a bead to a receiving wheel,
FIG. 6 shows a fragment of a bead feeder in a second embodiment, in a top view,
FIG. 7 shows a sectional view of a holding pocket in a second embodiment of the feeder, marked in FIG. 6 as C-C, before transferring a bead,
FIG. 8 shows a sectional view of a holding pocket in a second embodiment of the feeder, marked in FIG. 6 as C-C, during transferring of a bead,
FIG. 9 shows a sectional view of a holding pocket in a second embodiment of the feeder, after transferring a bead to a receiving pocket,
FIG. 10 shows a fragment of a bead feeder in the third embodiment, in a top view.

FIG. 1 shows a feeder 1 for beads 2 provided with a storage container 2A for beads 2, a bead stream feeding unit 3, a unit 13 for transferring the beads to a delivery wheel 7 and the
delivery wheel 7 feeding the beads 2 to the filter material conveyed along a funnel 9. For reasons of simplification, the elements fastening individual units have not been shown.

The bead feeding unit 3 is provided with a plurality of portions of the frame elements in the form of tubes 2 on which beads 2 are supplied from the container 2A, whereas one bead 2 above the inlet of one of the tubes has been shown. At the outlets of the tubes 4 are situated first holding pockets 14 (FIG. 3) from which the beads are transferred to second receiving pockets 18 (FIG. 4) which receive the beads 2; the second pockets 18 are situated in the area between a first guiding plate 5 and a second guiding plate 6, whereas the guiding plates 5 and 6 belong to the unit 13 for transferring the beads 2 to the delivery wheel 7. After passing through a guiding channel 19 between the plate 5 and the plate 6, the beads 2 are transferred further to outfeuling pockets 21, and then placed into the pockets on the circumference of the delivery wheel 7 which places the beads 2 into the filter material conveyed in the funnel 9 (FIG. 1).

FIG. 2 shows a fragment of the bead feeder 1 according to the invention in the first embodiment. In a top view, the bead feeding unit 3 and the unit 13 for transferring the beads 2 to the delivery wheel 7 are shown. The bead feeding unit 3 is provided with a plurality of tubes 4, whereas all tubes 4 are filled with the beads 2 (in view of proportionally small dimensions of the beads, in the drawing they have been shown in the form of shaded small circles). For reasons of simplification, the elements fastening the tubes 4 to the frame of the feeder 1 and the drive elements have not been shown. The bead feeding unit 3 is provided with rotatable feeding means in the form of a cam 8 comprising pushing segments 10 having pushing edges 11, whereas the cam 8 rotates at a speed of 1 around the axis of rotation 12, and the pushing segments 10 move on a circular path in the area of the outlet of the tubes 4 being the area of the holding pockets 14. In the embodiment shown the guiding channels 19 together with the pockets 18 are situated in the plate 6 which rotates at the speed of 2 lower than the speed of 1. During the operation of the bead feeder, the motion of the segments 10 disposed on the rotating cam 8 and the motion of the pockets 18 are synchronized in order to enable sliding of the beads 2 into the pockets 18 situated at the beginning of the channels 19, whereas the speeds of 1 and of 2 are chosen in such a way that during the work of the unit the pushing segments 10 cause sliding of the beads into successive pockets 18 in the guiding channels 19. It can be achieved when the guiding channel 19 is situated relative to the outlet of the tube 4 and the first holding pocket 14 in such a way that renders transferring of a bead 2 possible, for example the pocket 18 receiving the bead can be situated substantially radially to the holding pocket 14. The unit is shown in a situation where several beads 2 have already been placed into the guiding channels 19, and a part has been placed into the outfeuling pockets 21 by centrifugal force.

FIG. 3 shows a sectional view of any tube 4, where for example in FIG. 2 the section was marked as A-A. The lowermost bead 2 in the bead column is situated in the holding pocket 14 disposed at the outlet of the tube 4, limited from below by a plate 15, and on the side by the plate 5 and a circumferential edge 16 of the cam 8.

FIG. 4 shows a sectional view of the tube 4 in a situation where the pushing segment 10, moving on a circular path in the area of the first holding pockets 14, during the rotation of the cam 8 has passed a successive pocket 14 beneath a successive tube 4 and caused pushing of the bead 2 out of the first pocket 14 to the second receiving pocket 18 in the area between the first guiding plate 5 and the second guiding plate 6. Then the bead 2 is transferred substantially horizontally in the guiding channel 19, delivered to the outfeuling pocket 21 and further to the pocket on the delivery wheel 7, which has been shown in FIG. 5 presenting the section B-B of FIG. 2. An inclination of the guiding channel 19 is also possible, which can be achieved by conical shape of the plates 5 and 6.

FIG. 6 shows a fragment of a bead feeder 1 in a second embodiment in a top view which shows elements of a bead feeding unit 3 and a bead transfer unit 13. The unit 13 is provided with a plurality of tubes 4, whereas all tubes 4 are filled with the beads 2. For reasons of simplification, the elements fastening the tubes to the frame of the feeder and the drive elements have not been shown. The bead feeding unit 3 is provided with rotatable feeding means in the form of a plate 8 comprising bead guiding channels 20, whereas the cam 8 rotates at the speed of 1 around the axis of rotation 12. The plate 6 in which the guiding channels 19 are situated rotates at the speed of 2 lower than the speed of 1. The guiding channels 20 are shaped as curved grooves with increasing depth (FIG. 7) in order to directly direct the beads 2 radially towards the receiving pockets 18 and the guiding channels 19.

FIG. 7 shows one of the tubes 4 with the beads 2 situated inside. During the rotation of the plate 8 the guiding channel 20 will slide in under the pocket 14, after which the bead 2 situated in the pocket will start sliding into the guiding channel 20. After the bead 2 has completely slid into the guiding channel 20 (FIG. 8), the bead is directed further to the pocket 18 similar to the first embodiment (FIG. 9), after which it will be delivered further to the outfeuling pocket 21.

FIG. 10 shows a fragment of the bead feeder 1 according to the invention in another embodiment. In a top view, a fragment of the bead feeding unit 3 and the unit 13 for transferring the beads 2 to the delivery wheel 7 has been shown. The unit 3 is provided with a plurality of tubes 4 (on an arc with the radius R1), whereas all tubes 4 are filled with the beads 2. For reasons of simplification, the elements fastening the tubes to the frame of the feeder 1 and the drive elements have not been shown. The bead feeding unit 3 is provided with rotatable feeding means in the form of the cam 8 comprising pushing segments 10 having pushing edges 11, whereas the cam 8 rotates around the axis of rotation 12 at the speed of 1. The first plate 5 is stationary, whereas the second plate 6 is rotatable and rotates around the axis of rotation 12 at the speed of 2 lower than the speed of 1 of the cam 8. The guiding grooves 5A and 6A of both guiding plates 5 and 6 are shown in broken lines. At the intersection of the grooves 5A and 6A forms a guiding chamber 22 which at first constitutes the receiving pocket 18 and which in view of the direction of rotation of the plate 6 and the orientation of the grooves moves so that the distance of the guiding chamber 22 to the axis of rotation 12 increases. In addition, the guiding channel 19 in which the bead 2 moves should be considered as a distance which the bead 2 covers between the receiving pocket 18 and the inlet of the outfeuling pocket 21. A solution is also possible where both plates 5 and 6 are rotatable.

The bead 2 is placed into the outfeuling pocket 21, will move further with the outfeuling pocket 21 moving on an arc and rotating with the guiding plate 6 at the speed of 2, finally the bead is transferred to the delivery wheel 7, the section B-B is shown in FIG. 5.

FIG. 1 shows in thick broken lines the path along which a bead travels in all embodiments described above. An exemplary bead 2 moves from the container 2A downward in one of the channels 4 to the holding pocket 14, in the drawing this section of the path is marked with X1. The next section of the path from the holding pocket 14 through the receiving pocket 18 to the outfeuling pocket 21 is marked with X2. In the next section of the path X3 the bead is transferred on an arc in the
pocket 21 to the place where the bead is transferred to the delivery wheel 7. Then, in the section X4, it moves in a pocket on the wheel 7. Afterwards it is placed into the filter material within the funnel 9 and moves further along the final section of the path X5.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method of feeding beads, in a unit (1) for transferring a bead stream in a tobacco industry system, the unit being provided with supply channels feeding individual bead streams, comprising the steps in which:
   beads are transferred in the form of a flow along the supply channels (4);
   beads from individual supply channels are placed into first holding pockets (14);
   beads from the holding pockets (14) of a bead feeding unit (3) are fed to receiving pockets (18) of the bead transfer unit (13) by means of movable feeding means (8) synchronized with the transfer unit (13), and in the bead transfer unit (13) beads are inserted into a guiding chamber (22) formed at the intersection of a guiding groove (5A) of a first guiding plate (5) and a guiding groove (6A) of a second guiding plate (6) of the bead transfer unit (13), or into a groove (5A, 6A) depressed in one of the guiding plates (5, 6) forming a channel (19);
   at least one guiding plate (5, 6) is rotated relative to the second guiding plate (5, 6), which forces the movement of the guiding chamber (22) or a bead within the channel

so that the distance of the guiding chamber (22) or a bead within the channel to the axis of rotation of the guiding plates changes;
   beads are conveyed from the guiding chamber (22) or the guiding channel (19) to an outlet feeding pocket (21).

2. The method according to claim 1 wherein beads are fed into filtering material.

3. A unit for feeding a bead stream in a tobacco industry system, provided with a set of supply channels feeding individual bead streams, comprising
   holding pockets (14) for storing of beads, situated at the outlets of the supply channels (4);
   movable feeding means (8) moving on a closed path in the area of the first holding pockets (14) directing beads to receiving pockets (18) of a transfer unit (13),
   the movable feeding means (8) being synchronized with the transfer unit (13); and
   the transfer unit (13) comprising two guiding plates (5, 6) situated on top of each other, the guiding plates (5, 6) comprising guiding grooves (5A, 6A) situated so that at least one radially guiding groove of the first guiding plate and at least one radially guiding groove of the second guiding plate intersect and form at least one bead radially moving guiding chamber, or one of the guiding plates (5, 6) has a depressed radial groove (5A, 6A) whereas the second guiding plate remains smooth, and the transfer unit being provided with outlet feeding pockets (21).

* * * * *